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ABSTRACT 
We present a parametrization of the solution set of the algebraic Riccati equation 
and the algebraic Riccati inequality of optimal control, where we assume only sign-con- 
trollability of the underlying system. Furthermore, we characterize the existence of 
maximal and minimal solutions of both the equation and the inequality by checkable 
conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Under the assumption of controllability of (A, B), J. C. Willems proves in 
his famous paper of 1971 [14] that the solvability of the algebraic Riccati 
inequality (ARI) 
A*X + XA - + Q 0 
(with Hermitian implies the of the 
equation (ARE) 
A*X + XA - XBB*X + Q = 0 
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(with some Hermitian X). Furthermore, Willems [14] and Coppel [4] show 
the existence of a maximal and a minimal Hermitian solution of the ARE and 
provide a parametrization of all Hermitian solutions of the ARE in terms of 
these extremal ones. For complex matrices, these results are proved in [2]. In 
[l] one finds a sketch of the possibility of parametrizing the solution set of the 
AR1 if (A, B) is controllable and some suitably chosen matrix is diagonable. 
Later on, some authors tried to weaken the controllability assumption on 
(A, B), and in [5] it is proved that sign-controllability of (A, B) is sufficient to 
conclude from the solvability of the AR1 the solvability of the ARE. Wimmer 
[17] considers the existence of solutions of the ARE providing certain spectral 
conditions and justifies in this way the assumption of sign-controllability. In [S] 
and [ll] it is shown that stabilizability of (A, B) is enough to deduce from the 
solvability of the AR1 the existence of a maximal solution of the AR1 which in 
fact satisfies the ARE. A counterexample in [S] shows that there is in general 
no minimal solution of the ARE. Wimmer proves [18] that any solution X of 
the ARE which yields a closed-loop matrix A - BB*X with eigenvalues in the 
closed left half plane is maximal. 
In this paper we try to draw a clear picture of the solution set of the AR1 
and the ARE in the case that (A, B) is sign-controllable. We show a possibility 
of parametrizing the set of Hermitian solutions of both the ARE and the AR1 
and discuss the eigenvalue locations of A - BB*X for any solution X of the 
ARE. Furthermore, we propose a test for some solution of the ARE to be 
maximal (minimal) in the whole set of solutions. Based on this characteriza- 
tion, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
maximal (minimal) solution of the ARE or ARI. This is done indirectly by 
considering the family of invariant subspaces of some linear map which have 
zero intersection with a fixed invariant subspace or, dually, complete a fixed 
invariant subspace to the whole space. 
NOTATION. We denote by N the positive integers, and by R and C the 
real and complex numbers, where C is partitioned in the usual way as 
C-U Co U C+, the open left half plane, the imaginary axis, and the open right 
half plane respectively. For any endomorphism A of some n-dimensional 
complex linear space V we denote by Inv( A) the lattice of invariant subspaces 
of A. If A is any subset of C, we define the spectral subspace .g,,( A) := 
C,,{ XE -L’ ((A - XZ)“x = 0), which reduces to a root subspace if A = {X}; 
for this space we use the notation 3x( A) [9]. G’ iven the characteristic polyno- 
mial x(s) of A and some YE Inv( A), it is possible to factorize x(s) as 
xi( s)X,( s), where xi(s) is just the characteristic polynomial of the restriction 
AIYofAtoY.Thenwedenotebyui(A,Y)={X~CIxi(X)=0}theinner 
eigenoalues of A with respect to Y and define u,( A, 5“) = { XE C ] x,(X) = 0) 
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to be the outer eigenvalues of A with respect to Y. If vO, 6,, 7~, denote the 
numbers of roots of X,(s) in C-, Co, C+ (counting multiplicities) respectively, 
we define the outer inertia of A with respect to Y by in,( A, 9’) = (vO, 6,, n,). 
Then in,( A, (0)) just denotes the inertia of A, and we use the notation in( A) 
for this vector. In any case we identify the matrix AEC”~~ with the map 
x -+ Ax from C” into C”. Furthermore, we denote by A+ the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of A E Cnx7” and by A* the complex conjugate transpose of A, and 
A 2 0 means that A is Hermitian and positive semidefinite. 
Any matrix, space, or subspace mentioned in this paper is considered to be 
complex, and hence any linear map is complex linear if not stated otherwise. In 
general, the dimensions of (sub)matrices are suppressed, and a block in a 
partitioned matrix which is of no interest is denoted as *. We always identify a 
system i = Ax + Bu with the corresponding Rosenbrock (polynomial) matrix 
S(s) = (A - sI B) and denote the controllable subspace im( B, AB, A’B, . . . ) 
of S(s) by V(S(s)). 
2. PARAMETRIZATION OF THE SOLUTION SET OF THE ARE AND 
THE AR1 
We define for fixed complex matrices A E C “x”, B E C” xm the Riccati 
map F on the set of Hermitian n x n matrices by 
F: X-+F(X):=A*X+XA-XBB*X. 
If QECnX” denotes some Hermitian matrix, we introduce the set of solutions 
of the AR1 as 
IQ := 1 XEC nx” 1 X = X*, F(X) + Q 2 O}, 
and the solution set of the ARE by 
EQ := 1 XEC"~"I X = X*, F(X) + Q = O}. 
Apart from investigating the solution set Eq of the ARE itself, it is 
interesting to study the spectrum of A - BB*X if varying X in Eg. From 
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for XEE~ we infer that a( A - BZ?*X) U a( -( A - BB*X)*) does not depend 
on X E EQ and is equal to the spectrum of the Hamiltonian corresponding to 
the ARE F(X) + Q = 0. 
One of the central technical tools in this paper is the equation 
F(Y) - F(X) = (A - BB*X)*(Y - X) 
+(Y - X)(A - BB*X) - (Y - X)BB*(Y - X) (2) 
for X = X*, Y = Y *. Suppose that EQ is nonempty. Then (2) yields for any 
XlJEEq 
Eg = X, + {A = A* 1 (A - BB*Xa)*A + A( A - BB*Xa) - ABZ?*A = 0} 
(3) 
and 
IQ = X, + (A = A* 1 (A - BB*X,)*A + A( A - BB*X,) - ABB*A 2 0). 
(4) 
Therefore it is enough to solve the parametrization problem for the case 
Q = 0. 
Instead of controllability, we require sign-controllability of (A - SI B) [5]. 
( A-s1 B) is said to be sign-controllable if for all XE C at least one of the 
matrices 
(A-XI B) or (A+XZ B) 
is of full row rank over C. Then ( A + BF - SZ B) is sign-controllable for any F 
of suitable dimension. In addition, ( A - XI B) is of full rank for all he C”, 
which means that there are no uncontrollable modes on the imaginary axis. 
If we assume EQ # fi, we will prove in Theorem 5 that sign-controllability 
of (A - sZ B) implies the existence of some X, E EQ such that 
u( A - BB*Xo) fl CJ( - (A - BB*Xo)*) C Co 
holds true. This provides the motivation for us to investigate the sets E, and I, 
under the assumption that 
(A - sZ R) is sign-controllable and u(A) n u( -A*) C Co. (5) 
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Let us first discuss the properties of any X E E, under the hypothesis (5). 
The equation A*X + XA - XBB*X = 0 implies that 
ker( X ) is A-invariant. 
We define a nonsingular U = (U, U,) with im( U,) = ker( X ) and transform X 
according to 
Xl 0 
i I = u*xu, 0 0 
as well as A and B by 
= U’AU and = U-‘B. (7) 
The definition of U yields the special structure of these transformed matrices 
and implies that X, is nonsingular. 
It is easily seen that Z := X, satisfies 
A;Z + ZA, - ZB, B;Z = 0 (8) 
and thus L := Xc’ is a solution of the Lypunov equation 
A,L + LA; - B,B; = 0. (9) 
Therefore, A, has no eigenvalues in Co, since ATx = hx for X E Co implies 
BTx = 0 and hence x = 0. Otherwise, X would be an uncontrollable mode of 
(A, - sZ B,) and hence also one of (A - sZ B) in Co, contradicting the sign- 
controllability of (A - sZ B). This shows 
and for the original matrices 
Bc”( A) C ker( X). 
Furthermore, A, inherits the property a( A,) fl a( -AT) C Co from A, and 
hence 
g( Al) fl c( -A;) = 6. PO) 
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It is an easily proved but crucial observation that the equation (9) for some 
nonsingular L implies the controllability of (A, - sl B,) [7]. We infer 
9? 
A, - sl 0 B, 
A A, - sl B, 
= C” 
21 
and thus 
v(A-sI B)+ker(X)=C”. 
If X l EQ is negative semidefinite, the matrix X, is negative definite and 
hence we obtain a( A,) C C- from (9). As above, one derives 
%? u c+ ( A) C ker( X ) . 
These considerations lead us to the following definition. For some arbitrary 
subset A of the complex plane we introduce the system of subspaces 
8,., := (scInv(A) (b+ %‘(A - sl B) =C”, g*(A) C 8). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that (A - sI B) satisfies (5). Then the map 
yE: E, 3 X --t ker( X) E gc,j 
is a well-defined bijection. The restriction yE_ of 7E given by 
.is also well defaned and bijective, and in addition yE_ and ye! are both 
order-preserving maps. 
Proof. We have already shown that X EEL implies ker( X) E 8,,,. The 
additional assumption X < 0 yields ker( X ) E 8c0 u c+, and thus both maps yE 
and yE_ are well defined. 
The map yE is injective. Suppose ker( X) = ker( Y) for X, YE Ea. As above, 
we can define a nonsingular matrix U = (U, Us) with im(Ua) = ker( X) = 
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ker( Y ). This delivers the structures 
:= U*XU and 
with some nonsingular X,, Y,. Since both XL’ and Y;’ solve (9), we infer 
Xi = Y, from (10) and end up with X = Y. 
Both maps are surjective. Take for de 8 c,, some nonsingular matrix U = (U, 
U,) with im(U,) = 8. We transform A and B according to (7), where the 
particular shape of U- 'AU results from the A-invariance of b. The property 
Bc,,( A) C & shows a( A,) fl Co = 6. Since a( A) n a(-A*) C C”, this im- 
plies that (10) and hence (9) has a unique solution L. Now U( A - SI 
B) + G = C” shows that ( A, - sl B,) is controllable and therefore [15] L is 
nonsingular. Then we can define X according to 
and verify easily that X is an element of E, with ker( X) = 8. 
In case bE 8c0 UC+ we infer from @ oouc+(A) C 6 the stability of A,. 
Hence the solution L of (9) is negative definite and thus X defined by (11) is 
negative semidefinite. 
yE_ is order-preserving. X < Y < 0 with X, YE E, implies ker( X ) C 
ker(Y). 
Y,&! is order-preserving. Assume WC 9 for &, 3~ 8c,, u c+, and define 
X := YE i(8) < 0 as well as Y := YE ‘(9) < 0. There exists a U such that the 
equations (6) (7) are valid with some negative definite Xi and some stable A,. 
Since Z := Xi satisfies (S), we infer a( A, - B, B,*X,) = a( -AT) and thus 
obtain 
u A, - B, B,*X,) c C+. 
( 
The inclusion ker( X ) = d C 9= ker( Y) implies the shape 
(12) 
Yl 0 
i I of u*yu 0 0 
with some Yi < 0. Moreover, Z := Y, also satisfies (8), and an application of 
(2) to the Riccati map X + ATX + XA, - XB,B:X yields 
(A, - W:XI)*(& - Xl) + (Yl - X1)( A, - B,B:X,) 
-(Y1 - X,)B,B:(Y1 -X1) = 0. 
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Then (12) implies Yr - X, 2 0, i.e. X < Y, and therefore yE!(&) < YE!(F). 
n 
The results of the theorem in principle solve the parametrization problem 
for E,. Given some 6’~8~,,, the proof contains an explicit construction of the 
unique X E E, with ker( X) = & based on solving a Lyapunov equation. We 
want to stress that the definition of 8,” becomes simpler if (A - sl B) is 
controllable [ U( A - SZ B) = C “1 or if A has no eigenvalues on the imaginary 
axis [ W,O( A) = {O}]. Th’ is o b servation relates our results to those given in 
[14], [4], [lo], or (for the complex case) [2] respectively. 
REMARK. We deduce from (9) that the inertias of A, and L coincide [3], 
[15]. Since the same is true of the inertias of L and L-‘, we have proved in 
fact that yE establishes for any Y, ?r E N U (0) a bijection 
(XEEa /in(X) = ( v,n- (v+?r),a)}~{d~e,,,Iin~,(A,~) = (v,O,?r)) 
if one of these sets is nonempty. 
As noted earlier, it is interesting to know how the spectrum of the 
closed-loop matrix A - BB*X can be influenced by varying X in E,. Since Q 
vanishes, we extract from (1) the inclusion 
u( A - BB*X) c u(A) U u( -A*) 
for any X E Ea. In the following result we compare the spectrum of A - BB*X 
with that of A. In particular, we investigate for which X the matrices 
A - BB*X and -(A - BB*X)* have common eigenvalues only in Co. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose ( A - SZ B) fulfil~!s (5), and fix some X E E,. 
(a) Then the equalities 
q( A - BB*X, ker( X)) = ui( A,ker( X)), 
uO( A - BB*X, ker( X)) = - uO( A, ker( X)) 
hold true. 
(b) The condition 
U( A - BB*X) n U( - (A - BB*x)*) c co 
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is satisfwd ifi 
ker ( X ) E EC” is a spectral subspace of A. 
Proof (a) We define for X E E, all the matrices as in the considerations 
before Theorem 1. It is easy to show 
and from (8) for Z := X, we deduce a( A, - B,B:X,) = 0(-A;) = - u( Al). 
This delivers the two stated equalities. We furthermore observe a( A, - 
B,B,*X,) f-I a(-(Al - BiB,*X,)*) = a(A,) n U(-A;). 
(b) If ker( X) is a spectral subspace of A, it equals W,(A) for some A C C 
containing Co. This implies a( A,) = A and u( A,) fl A = 6, i.e. a( - (A, - 
BIB:X,)*) f-l a( A,) = 6. H ence a( A - BB*X) fl a( - (A - BB*X)*) = a( A) 
fl u(-A*) c Co proves the claim. 
Now assume that ker( X) is no spectral subspace. Define A to be the set of 
inner eigenvalues of A with respect to ker( X). Then ker( X) is a subspace of 
but not equal to g,,(A), and hence A, has an eigenvalue ha A which is not 
contained in Co. This implies -xe a( A, - B,B,*X,), i.e. -KE a( A - BB*X). 
On the other hand, X is an eigenvalue of A, and hence also of A - BB*X. 
Therefore, X is a common eigenvalue of A - BB*X and -(A - BB*X)* 
which is not contained in Co. n 
Part (a) shows that the eigenvalues of A - BB*X and A on ker( X) 
coincide but the outer eigenvalues of A - BB*X with respect to ker( X ) are 
those of A reflected on the imaginary axis. For ker( X ) we can of course 
choose any subspace in E,,,. By s%‘& A) C ker( X) it is clear that the eigenval- 
ues of A - BB*X in Co are fixed for any X E E,. The same reasoning yields 
a( A) n (Co U C’) C a( A - BB*X) for all X E E, with X < 0. 
REMARK. Suppose that (5) holds true and A is some subset of a( A) \ Co. 
The properties of A imply A n - x = 6. If, for some X E EQ, A - BB*X no 
longer has an eigenvalue in A we infer from ui( A, ker( X)) C a( A) \ A that 
ker( X) C gO( A)\ ,,( A) and hence 
w o(*)\a( A) E4?. 
If the latter condition holds true, the ARE solution X := YE ‘( W,(,),*(A)) 
obviously yields 
u(A-BB*X) = -7iUu(A)\A, 
which shows in particular that A - BB*X has no eigenvalue in A. 
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We now turn to the AR1 if (A - sZ B) satisfies (5). For X E I, we obtain 
A*X+XA-XBB*X-F(X) =0 
with F(X) > 0. The easily derived inclusion ker( X) C ker( F( X)) implies for 
R := X+F( X)X+2 0 the equation XRX = F(X). Hence X in fact satisfies the 
ARE 
A*X + XA - X( RR* + R)X = 0. 
If we note that (A - sZ B R) is sign-controllable and take 
im( Z?B* + R) = im( B R) 
into account, we can apply all the results already derived for the ARE with 
respect to the system (A - sZ B R). Hence, Theorem 1 shows that ker( X) is 
A-invariant and contains Bco, and furthermore the sum ker( X) + V( A - SZ 
R R) is the whole space C”. In addition, R is positive semidefinite and ker( R) 
contains ker( X). If X is negative semidefinite, we infer again from Theorem 1 
the inclusion 9c~~ U c+ c ker( X ). 
These considerations motivate (for some A c C) the introduction of the set 
S,, := ((9, R) ( YeInv( A), W1\( A) C .f, R 2 0, 
g(A - sZ B R) + Y= C”, YC ker(R)}. 
We observe the relation 
with the earlier-defined system of subspaces. In order to emphasize a crucial 
difference of the families g,, and r%“, we first prove the following result. 
LEMMA 3. For any A-invariant subspace 9 with the property W,(A) C 9, 
there exists an R with (9, R) E ,a,,. 
Proof. Given Y, it is clear how to define an n x n matrix R 2 0 with 
ker( R) = 9. Then U( A - sZ B R) + 91 im( R) + Y= C” shows (Y, R) E .a*. 
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If (A - sl B) is not controllable, the family C+ does not in general 
contain the set of all 9~ Inv( A) with s?,, c Y. Lemma 3, however, shows that 
any such subspace appears as the first component of some pair (9, R) in j*. 
Now we are ready to generalize some of our results for the ARE to the 
ARI. 
THEOREM 4. Assuming (5) for (A - sl B), the following statements hold 
true: 
(a) The map 
y,:I,3X+ (ker( X), X+F( X) X’) E 9,~ 
is a well-defined bvection. The same is true for the restriction yr_ of yI defined 
as 
(b) Suppose that (9, R), (8, S) E gcouc+ satisfy YC f and R < S. Then 
the inequality 
holds. 
Proof. In our preliminary considerations we have shown that both -rr and 
yI_ are well-defined maps. 
(a) The map y, is injectiue. We assume (ker( X), Rx) := yI(X) = r,(Y) =: 
(ker (Y), R,) for some X, YE&,. The matrices X and Y in fact satisfy, with 
R := R, = R,, the Riccati equations 
A*X+XA-X(BB*+R)X=O, 
A*Y+YA-Y(BB*+R)Y=O 
with the property ker( X ) = ker( Y ). We deduce X = Y from Theorem 1. 
Both maps are surjective. This could be proved again by referring to 
Theorem 1, but we prefer to give a constructive direct proof. For this purpose, 
we choose some 9~Inv( A) with Bc”( A) C 9. We define a nonsingular 
matrix U = (U, Us) with im(U,) = y and transform A, B as in (7), where we 
recall that A, satisfies (10). 
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It is easily seen that (9, R) is contained in 3,” iff U*RU has the shape 
for some R, > 0 such that (A, - sl B, R,) is controllable. For any R with 
(j, R) E 9,0, we compute R, and define L to be the unique solution of 
A,L + LAY - B,B; - R, = 0. (13) 
By controllability of (A, - sl B, R,), L is nonsingular, and X given by (11) 
satisfies A*X + XA - X(BB* + R)X = 0. This shows F(X) = XRX 2 0, i.e., 
XEI, and rl(X) = (9, R). 
In case 51’C~uC+( A) C .Y, the matrix A, is stable and hence L is negative 
definite. This yields X = r;‘(y, R) < 0. 
(b) Define X := 7; ‘( 9, R) and Y := 7; ‘( 8, S). We again choose some 
nonsingular U = (U, Us) with im(U,) = j and transform X, A, B as in (6), 
(7). Let R, < 0 denote the left upper block of U*RU. The inclusions 9= 
ker( X) C ker( Y) C ker( S), a consequence of 9C 8, imply the shapes 
(yd :) and (: :) 
of U*YU and U*SU. Hence R < S yields R, < S,. From A*X + XA - 
X(BB* + R)X = 0 and A*Y + YA - Y(BB* + S)Y = 0, one easily derives 
A;X, + X,A, - X1( B,B: + RI) X, = 0, 
ATY, + Y,A, - Y,(B,B: + R,)Y, = Y,(S, - R,)Y,. 
Since X, is nonsingular and A, is stable, the first equation implies that 
k := A, - (I&B: + R,)X, has only eigenvalues in C+. An application of (2) 
shows 
x*(Y, -X1) + (Y1 -X,)x- (Y1 - X,)(B,B: + R,)(Y, - X1) 
= Y,(S, - R,)Y,, 
and hence we get Y, - Xi > 0, i.e. X < Y. n 
The proof of the fact that yI is onto gives on the one hand an explicit 
description of the inverse map 7; ‘. By a transformation into special coordi- 
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nates, it shows on the other hand how we can explicitly characterize, for any 
Ye Inv( A) with W,U( A) c 9, all matrices R 2 0 with (Y, R) E 9,~. Together 
with the results of [13] about the parametrization of all invariant subspaces of 
the matrix A, one may provide a rather explicit description of 4,” and hence 
of I,. 
REMARK. As for the ARE, we have in fact shown that -yr establishes for 
any Y, K E N U (0) a bijection 
{XEI,Iin(X) = ( u, 12 - (V + + 7r)) 
+ ((Y,R)E~,” Iin,(A,Y) = (v,O,?r)) 
if one of these sets is nonempty. By Lemma 3, both sets are nonempty iff there 
exists some YE Inv( A) with in,( A, 9) = (v, 0, ?r), and this holds true iff 
v, ‘lr E N U { 0) satisfy 
Y < dim( gCm( A)) and ?r < dim( W,+( A)) 
Until now all the results have been derived under the special assumptions 
(5) and for Q = 0. N ow we turn to the general case Q # 0 under the sole 
hypothesis that (A - sZ B) is sign-controllable. The parametrization problem 
is only of relevance for those Hermitian Q for which IQ is nonempty. Our next 
considerations are devoted to proving the existence of a X~E Eg such that 
(A - BB*X, - sZ B) satisfies (5). By (3) and (4), Theorems 1 and 4 provide 
the parametrization of the solution set EQ of the ARE and of the solution set 
IQ of the ARI. In addition, these theorems characterize the sets { X E EQ ( X < 
X,} and { X E IQ ( X < X,}. We get from Theorem 4 
8YR,o( A - BB*X,,) c ker( X - X0) 
for all XEIO. This shows that all solutions of the ARZ coincide, at least on 
W,“( A - BB*X,). It is easy to prove 
9?,o( A - BB*Xo) = W,o( A - BB*X) 
for all X E EQ, and therefore the space W,U( A - BB*X) does not depend on 
the choice of X in the solution set of the ARE. The equation 
A - BB*X = (A - BZ3*X0) - BB*( X - X,,) 
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allows the application of the results in Theorem 2 to the general situation if Q 
does not vanish. 
The existence of X, as required could be derived by combining results in 
[S] and [17], but for reasons of completeness we include a self-contained proof. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that (A - SI B) is sign-controllable and Q is some 
Hermitian matrix. Then IQ # fl implies E, # 6. In particular, there exists a 
X,EE~ with 
o( A - BB*XO) fl o( - (A - BB”X,)*) c Co. (14) 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume 
such that (A, - sl B,) is controllable. Sign-controllability of (A - SI B) then 
just means 
u( As) rl O( -A;) = 6. (15) 
If we partition some Hermitian X accordingly, it is clear that F(X) + Q = 0 
is equivalent to 
ATX, + X, A, - X, B, B;X, + Q1 = 0, (16) 
( A, - B, B:X,) *X,, + X,, A, + X, A,, + Qlz = 0, (17) 
A; X, + X, A, + X& A,, + A;, X,, - X;r2 B, B:X,, + Qz = 0. (18) 
We now choose some YE IQ and partition it again as A. The (1,1) block of 
F(Y) + Q 2 0 delivers 
P := A;Y, + Y,A, - Y,B,B:Y, + Q1 2 0. 
Consider the Riccati equation 
(A, - B,B:Y,)*A + A( A, - B,B;Y,) - AB,B;A + P = 0 
with a positive semidefinite constant term. Since (A, - B, BFY, - sl B,) is 
controllable, it is well known (e.g. from standard LQ theory) that there exists a 
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solution A of this ARE with a(A, - B,BFY, - B,BTA) C C-U Co. Again 
applying (2) shows that X_ := Y, + A solves (16) with a( A, - B,B:X_) C 
C-U Co. If we define A” := A, - B,BFX_, we observe that 
the controllable system A” - sI B, satisfies (5). 
i 1 
Our aim is to remove the common eigenvalues of k and -AZ by changing 
X_. For this reason we define A := u( A”, fl a( -A%) C a( A”,\C’. According 
to Theorem 2 and the remark following it, there exists an X, = XT that solves 
(16) and yields a( A, - B, BrX,) = -x U a( A”, \ A as well as 
u( A, - B,B;X,) n U( - (A, - B&X,)*) C co. 
(15) implies -n tl a( -A*,) = 6, and therefore we obtain 
u( A, - B,B;X,) n u( -A*,) = 0. 
(19) 
Hence we can find a unique X,, which solves (17). Again by (15), there exists 
a solution X, = X,* of (18). Then 
x0 := 
Xl x12. 1 1 x* x, 12 
defines an element of E, with the property (14), by (19), (20), and (15). H 
If we have constructed one X0, we can describe all elements in E, that 
may be used as another matrix with the same properties. This is the relevance 
of Theorem 2(b). 
3. MAXIMAL AND MINIMAL INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
We are interested in characterizing the existence of minimal elements in 
the set { X E E, 1 X < 0} under the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Equivalently, 
we may consider the same question in the family Ecuuc+. Instead of treating 
the latter problem directly, we first investigate the dual situation. For this 
purpose we fix some arbitrary complex matrix A E C” xn and some A-invariant 
subspace YE Inv( A). 
Given any A C C, we try to find criteria for the existence of a maximal 
element in the system of all A-invariant subspaces Y that are contained in the 
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spectral subspace B*(A) and have a trivial intersection with Y. Therefore, 
introducing the family 
3 := { %‘E Inv( A) 1 YC .@,,( A), Y’fl Y= { 0) } , 
we ask for the existence of some FE 3 with YC V+ for all YE V,. Such a 
maximal element is obviously uniquely determined. In the case of a( A) C A 
we also write V’ instead of x, since the family does not depend on the special 
choice of A. 
First of all we establish some inclusion results for the family x. 
THEOREM 6. For AI C A2 C C the incksion 7& C x2 holds true. Fur- 
thermore, 
yn, 2 3 2 o ker(A - hZ) C Y forall XEA~\A~. 
Proof. T1 C TX follows from .@*,(A) C 9,,,(A). 
Assume the existence of some X, E A, \ A, with ker( A - X, I) q Y. Then 
there is some x EC” with (A - &Z)r = 0 and x # 5“. If V’ denotes the 
nontrivial subspace spanned by X, we infer 9’~ Inv( A) and rn Y = { 0} . Now 
aj( A, V’) = { &} C A,\ A, implies WC WAp( A) and in addition -Yq B,,,(A). 
Hence YE x2 is not contained in s;,, i.e., s, $ x2. 
Now we assume ker( A - XI) C Y for all XE A, \ Al, and we take some 
V’E Yb. We infer ui( A, 9’) C A2; but we even have ui( A, ?‘) C A,. Other- 
wise there would exist an eigenvalue X, E A, \ A, of A and a corresponding 
eigenvector x E Y’. By Y n Y = (0) we would obtain x 6 Y and thus ker( A 
- &,I) $ Y, a contradiction. We conclude "f'c gA,( A), and this shows YE 
3,. n 
If we note that W,(A) = (0) f or any A C C which is disjoint to a( A), we 
immediately derive the following characterization for W, to contain only the 
trivial subspace. 
COROLLARY 7. For any A C C the equivalence 
3 =‘{w) o ker( A - XI) C Y for all XEA 
holds true. 
In order to derive a condition for the existence of a maximal element in x 
in the case of a( A) = {b}, we need the following auxiliary result. 
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LEMMA 8. Suppose u(A) = { &,} and that Q, Y are nontrivial elements of 
Inv( A) with 42 fl V’= {O}. Then th ere exists a nontrivial W/E Inv( A) with the 
property wn %= rn y= (0). 
Proof. We find nontrivial x E Q and y E V’ with (A - &,I) x = (A - 
X, 1) y = 0. It is easily seen that we can choose w to be the span of x + y. n 
Now we solve our problem under the assumption that A has only one 
eigenvalue. If this eigenvalue is not contained in A C C, we infer that V, only 
contains the trivial subspace and thus has a maximal element. Hence we 
only need to discuss the existence of a maximal element in v’= y(,) = {YE 
inv( A) 1 Yn Y= (0)). 
LEMMA 9. Suppose a( A) = { &,} . Then %’ has a maximal element iff either 
Y= { 0) or ker( A - X, I) C Y. The maximal subspace in v is given by C n in 
the first case and is the zero space (0) in the second case. 
Proof. Suppose that 9~ v is maximal. Then one of the spaces @ or 9’ 
must be trivial. Otherwise we could apply Lemma 8 in order to deduce the 
existence of some nontrivial subspace W/E Inv( A) with Wn Y= w fl @= 
(0). This would imply WE W and hence WC @, i.e. ?cy = {0}, a contradic- 
tion. For Y# { 0}, we infer @= (0) and therefore ker( A - X, I) C Y by 
Corollary 7. This proves the “only if” part. 
In the case of Y= (0) the whole space C” is obviously maximal in Yand 
in the case ofker( A - &,I) C Y we infer Z’= {{0}}, i.e., (0) is maximal. n 
Now we are ready to prove the central result of this section. 
THEOREM 10. Fix A C C. Then V, has a maximal element i&f for every 
XEA we have either Yn gx(A) = (0) or ker( A - XI) C Y. In this case, the 
maximal element is given by the spectral subspace 
-qhI XEA, Yfl W,(A)={O))( A). 
Proof. Suppose that v’+ is maximal in s. Take some XE A with Ytl 
6J?x( A) # {0}, and define c := flfl 9x( A), Yx := Yfl ?Zx( A), and A,, := 
A 1 W,(A). It is easily seen that < is the maximal subspace of the family 
{ -t/EInv( Ax) 1 YAfI Y= (0)). (21) 
Since Yh is nontrivial, we obtain ker( A, - XI) C .Y,, by Lemma 9 and hence 
ker( A - XI) C Y. 
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Now we assume that for any h E A the listed alternatives hold and define 
fl to be the subspace given in the theorem. Obviously, the intersection 
@tl Y is trivial, and hence -Y’ is an element of T. In order to prove 
maximality, we chose some nontrivial YE 3 and introduce the nonempty set 
i := { h~c ( -t/r-l BYA( A) # (0)). 
For some fixed h E i, we define 6, P$, A, as above, and in addition the 
element ^yx := -Yfl .?ZRx( A) of the family (21). For Yx = (0) we infer Y< = 
92x( A) and hence Vi C <. For Yx # { 0} we deduce from ker( A, - XI) C Yx 
by Corollary 7 that Vx is trivial and hence also contained in <. Therefore, pi 
is contained in c for all X E A, and we infer by 
the maximality of v*. n 
It is interesting to observe that the spectral subspace mentioned in 
Theorem 10 is in any case well defined and obviously contained in z(;. 
Theorem 10 just gives a characterization when this unique candidate for a 
maximal element of s really is maximal. 
Now we formulate the corresponding dual results. We define for A c C 
the family 
94; := { @/EInv( A) 1 W+ Y= C”, G’*(A) C W} 
and are in particular interested in minimal elements of 9$. 
THEOREM 11. Choose some subsets A and A1 C A, of the complex plane. 
(a) The inclusion WA, > 9$ holds true. 94;, c WA, is satisfied iff YC 
im(A - XI) is validfor all XE~~\ A,. 
(b) The subspace 
is contained in WA and is the only candidate for a minimal element of this 
family. 
(c) WA contains a minimal element $f for any X E C 1 A we have either 
Y’+ im( A - XI)” = C” or YC im( A - hl). In this case, the minimal element 
is given by W_ . 
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Proof. The proof just exploits the duality relations 
XEInv( A) 0 -W lEInv( A*), 
w+Y=c” e 7~1 nyl= {o}, 
W,(A)cP * W *c .!?&,a( A*) 
for any subspace w of C”, where we have used 
%,( A)l= -%.x( A*) 
for the last equivalence. The latter property implies in addition Bc, (x1( A) = 
im( A - AI)“, and then it is easily seen how to translate all the results 
formulated here for a triple 
into the already derived ones with respect to the triple 
( A*,Yl,C\x). 
We omit the details. 
4. MAXIMAL AND MINIMAL SOLUTIONS OF THE ARE AND THE AR1 
We assume throughout this section that the system 
( A - sl II) is sign-controllable 
and that Q = Q* is such that 
IO is nonempty. 
According to Theorem 5, E, as defined in Section 2 is nonempty, and we can 
fix some X,,E EQ such that A, 
Co. Then we introduce the set 
:= A - BB*Xa satisfies u( A,) fl u( -A*,) c 
E := {A=A*l A*,A+AA,-ABB*A=O} 
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such that 
EQ = X, + E. 
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Additionally, we define for A c C the family 
8,, := {&EInv(A,,)(C+ V(Au-sl B)=C”, @,(Au)C&} 
as well as the bijection 
yE: E 3 A + ker( A) E 8,,1 
together with its bijective and order-preserving restriction -yE_: {A E E 1 A < 
O} -+ &puc+. 
First of all we want to present a test when the particular element X, is 
maximal in E,, g eneralizing [for not necessarily stabilizable (A - SI B)] a 
result of [18]. 
THEOREM 12. X0 is a maximal element in EQ $f 
%‘(A-SI B)Cim(A-BB*X,-hl) 
holds for all XE C+. 
Proof. X, is maximal in EQ iff 0 is maximal in E, and this is true iff 
E c {AEE]A Q 0}, i.e. iff 6’,0 C EC~UC+ by Theorem 1. The result is 
hence a consequence of Theorem 11(a), where one should recall U( A, - sl 
B)= V(A-sIB). 
Using this characterization it is immediate to prove that the minimality of 
X, can be tested by checking the same inclusion for all XE C-. 
It is however more interesting to be able to give conditions for the 
existence of minimal solutions. Suppose for this purpose that X_ is a minimal 
element in EQ. Hence X_ - X, Q 0 is a minimal element of E, and therefore 
it must also be minimal in {A E E 1 A < 0). Theorem 1 implies that yE_( X_ - 
X0) is a minimal element of 8c0uc+. Hence Theorem 11 not only provides an 
explicit formula for yE_( X_ - X,) but shows that it is possible to define this 
subspace independent of the existence of X_. 
Therefore we introduce 
6 := Bcouc+( Aa) + W {Ad-Iim(Ao-XZ)“+V(A-sZ B)ZC”)( AO) “C’UC+ 
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and define the element 
X _ := x0 + y;_1( &-) Q x0 
of E,. If we compare A - BB*X, with A - BB*X_, we observe that only 
those eigenvalues of A, in C- for which the sum im( A, - XI)” + U( A - sZ 
B) is the whole of C” are removed from a( A,) by reflection on the imaginary 
axis and become eigenvalues of A - BB*X_. Note that the particular solution 
X_ of the ARE could replace X0 by Theorem Z(b). 
We have proved that X_ is the only candidate for a minimal element in 
EQ. Now we can apply Theorem 12 in order to check whether X_ is in fact 
minimal. 
THEOREM 13. There exists a minimal element in EQ $f for all X E C - the 
inclusion 
U( A - sZ B) c im( A - BB*X_- XI) 
holds true. The minimal solution is then given by X_. 
Again it is simple to formulate analogous results for the existence of a 
maximal solution. 
If we consider the special case that (-A - sZ B) is stabilizable, we infer 
W,o”o+(Ao) + ??(A - sZ B) = C”. By Theorem 2 there exists some X-E EQ 
such that A - BB*X_ has eigenvalues only in Co U C+, and this solution is 
then minimal by Theorem 13. One proves in a similar manner that there exists 
a maximal solution of the ARE if (A - sZ B) is stabilizable. In the case of 
controllability of (A - sZ B), both minimal and maximal solutions exist. We 
stress however that maximal [minimal] solutions may exist even if (A - sZ B) 
[(-A - sZ B)] is not stabilizable. 
The situation is different for the algebraic Riccati inequality. 
THEOREM 14. 
(a) IQ has a minimal element iff (-A - sZ B) is stabilizable. Then the 
minimal elements of IQ and EQ coincide. 
(b) IQ has a minimal and a maximal element iff (A - sZ B) is controllable. 
Then these extreme solutions are the unique minimal and maximal elements of 
EQ- 
Proof. We define I := {A = A* 1 A*,A + A A0 - A BB*A 2 0) to obtain 
IQ = X0 + I. Furthermore, we introduce for A C C the family of subspaces -?A 
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with respect to the system (A, - sI B) as well as the bijection -yr: I + 9,” as 
in Section 2. 
(a) Suppose that 
X _E IQ is a minimal element. 
For A := X_- X, < 0 and (Y, R) := r,(A) E 4c,~uc+ we want to prove 
R = 0. Assume the contrary: R # 0. It is clear that (9, crR) is contained in 
9 @UC+ for all (Y > 0, and hence we can define A((r) := 7; ‘(4, (YR), which 
satisfies 
A(a) : A for O<a<l 
by Theorem 4. Hence 
X, + A(o) 2 X_ and X, + A(o) ~1~ 
contradict the minimality of X_. We therefore infer 
X- E Ey, 
and thus X_ is also the minimal element in EQ. As noted above, we may 
assume without restriction that Xc equals X_. Then 0 is minimal in I, and we 
deduce from Theorem 4 the inclusion 
4,,, c Yc-uc”. (22) 
This shows that A - BB*X_ has only eigenvalues in Cc U C+. Otherwise 
gc-( A - BB*X_) would be nontrioid. According to Lemma 3, there exists an 
R > 0 such that (.@,o( A - BB*X_), R) is contained in 9,0. By W,- uc~)( A - 
BB*X_) $ W,,,( A - BB*X_), this pair is however not contained in 9,- uc,~, 
a contradiction to (22). Since (A - SI B) has no uncontrollable modes in Co, 
(-A - sZ B) must be stabilizable. 
If (-A - sl B) is stabilizable, we infer the existence of some X_ E EQ 
with a( A - BB*X_) C Co U C+. Again we may assume without restriction 
that X0 is equal to X_. Then the inclusion (22) necessarily holds true, and 
therefore I is equal to {X E I ( X > 0), i.e., X_ is minimal in IQ. 
(b) If IQ has both maximal and minimal elements, we infer that (A - sl B) 
and (-A - sl B) are stabilizable and hence (A - sZ B) is controllable. The 
unique maximal (minimal) element of EQ is then also maximal (minimal) in IQ. 
n 
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The existence of a maximal element in IQ is of course equivalent to 
stabilizability of (A - sl B). The importance of this result lies in the fact that 
any maximal (minimal) element in I, is necessarily contained in EQ and hence 
maximal (minimal) in this latter set. 
I gratefully appreciate many helpful discussions with Professor H. K. Wim- 
mer from the University of W&burg, Germany. 
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